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Executive Summary 

The read aloud accommodation is frequently used on mathematics assessments, yet Individualized 
Education Program (IEP) teams often find it difficult to make appropriate decisions about this ac-
commodation. The National Center on Educational Outcomes, with the South Dakota Department 
of Education, examined how students performed on a math test with the read aloud accommodation 
compared to how they performed without it. The study also explored students’ perceptions of how 
the accommodation worked.

One way to learn more about how students are using the read aloud accommodation is to conduct 
cognitive labs. A cognitive lab is a procedure in which a participant is asked to complete a task and to 
verbalize the cognitive processes that he or she engages in while completing the task. Cognitive labs 
were conducted with 24 grade 8 students who had the read aloud accommodation in math designated on 
their IEP. This small study found that although the read aloud accommodation did not have a significant 
impact on student performance, the students reported that the read aloud accommodation reduced their 
stress. Further, they perceived that it helped with comprehension and achieving the correct answer. 

Students also indicated that there sometimes is a disconnect between having the read aloud accom-
modation in math written into their IEP and actually receiving it. All students selected for this study 
should have received the read aloud at some point during instruction or testing.  However, of the 
students tested, 17% reported that they had never previously used the read aloud accommodation.  

Results from this study can help inform local and state level policies and procedures. Appropriate 
selection and administration procedures can help ensure that students who need a read aloud accom-
modation in math will be able to show what they know and can do.
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Introduction 

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 2001 and the Individuals with Dis-
abilities Education Improvement Act of 2004 require that all students, including students with 
disabilities, participate in state accountability systems. Accommodations play an important role 
in enabling some students with disabilities to participate in assessments used for accountability 
purposes by removing obstacles “immaterial to what the test is intended to measure” (Thurlow, 
Lazarus, & Christensen, 2008, p. 17). 

State policies provide information about which accommodations are appropriate to use on 
state tests (Thurlow et al., 2008).  More than half of U.S. states report that at least 50% of el-
ementary and middle school students with disabilities use accommodations in math (Altman, 
Thurlow, & Vang, 2010). An accommodation frequently allowed on state mathematics tests is 
items and directions read aloud (Thurlow, Lazarus, Thompson, & Morse, 2005). The read aloud 
accommodation is intended to provide access for students with disabilities who have difficulty 
decoding written text (Thurlow, Moen, Lekwa, & Scullin, 2010).  It may require the use of hu-
man readers, audiotapes, or screen readers to present a test through auditory, rather than visual, 
means (Bolt & Roach, 2009).

The National Center on Educational Outcomes (NCEO), in collaboration with the South Dakota 
Department of Education, explored issues related to the read aloud accommodation in math. 
The current study used cognitive labs to explore how students responded to the read aloud 
accommodation through narration of students’ thought processes as they solved mathematics 
problems with and without the read aloud accommodation. A companion study used focus 
group methodology to explore read aloud accommodation practices from the test administra-
tors’ perspectives (Hodgson, Lazarus, Price, Altman, & Thurlow, 2012).

The read aloud accommodation in mathematics has been studied at both the assessment level and 
at the item level with mixed findings (Cormier, Altman, Shyyan, & Thurlow, 2010; Johnstone, 
Altman, Thurlow, & Thompson, 2006; Rogers, Christian, & Thurlow, 2012; Zenisky & Sireci, 
2007). For example, Elbaum (2007) compared the performance of students with and without 
learning disabilities on mathematics assessments where the read aloud accommodation and a 
standard administration were used. This study found that elementary students with learning dis-
abilities benefited significantly more from the read aloud accommodation than other students; 
however, the inverse was true for older students. 

While several previous studies investigated group performance when the read aloud accom-
modation in math was used, little is known about how individual students who use the read 
aloud accommodation in mathematics interact with the items. The purpose of this study was to 
examine the cognitive processes of individual students as they solved mathematics problems 
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with and without the read aloud accommodation.  The specific research questions we sought 
to answer were:

(1) How does the read aloud accommodation in math affect student performance?

(2) Are there individual differences in how students interact with the read aloud accommoda-
tion in math?

(3) What are students’ perceptions of, and emotional responses to, the read aloud accommoda-
tion in math? 

Method 

This study used cognitive labs to investigate student responses to the read aloud accommoda-
tion. Cognitive labs, also known as Think Alouds, have been used in the fields of psychology 
and technology for many years. A cognitive lab is a procedure whereby a participant is asked 
to complete a task and to verbalize the cognitive processes that he or she engages in while 
completing the task. Cognitive labs have been used to examine issues in test design in the 
development of universally designed large-scale assessments (Johnstone, Altman, & Thurlow, 
2006) and in examining the appropriateness of tests designed for sub-populations of students, 
such as students with disabilities and English language learners (Johnstone, Bottsford-Miller, 
& Thompson, 2006).  

Participants

Districts that might be interested in participating in this study were identified by the South Da-
kota Department of Education.  We then contacted the districts and three agreed to participate 
in the study. Twenty-four eighth grade students were selected to participate in this study. All 
had the read aloud accommodation in mathematics on their IEPs. 

As shown in Figure 1, most students who participated in the study were White (79.2%). Almost  
21% were from a racial or ethnic minority. 

Figure 1. Race/Ethnicity of Study Participants
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As shown in Figure 3, about 54% of student participants were male and about 46% were female.
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search.aspx?subject=mathematics). The South Dakota Mathematics Assessment (i.e., Dakota Test 
of Educational Progress (DSTEP)-Math) is comprised solely of multiple choice items, so only 
multiple choice items were used in this study.  All 10 of the items were designated by NAEP as  
“easy” items with a “low complexity” level, with the exception of the last pair of items (items 
9 and 10), which were designated as “easy” items with a “moderate complexity” level.   

Item pairs were matched for the following five content areas:  data analysis and probability, 
algebra, measurement, geometry, and number properties and operations.  Item pairs also were 
matched on a number of other criteria including the percentage correct statistic (all selected 
paired items being within 8-12 percentage points of each other) and the number of words in the 
item stem.  Finally, items were examined for similarity in the types of questions that were asked. 

The items were put into two protocols, Form A and Form B. In Form A, the odd number in 
each item pair was read aloud to the student and the even number in each item pair was read 
by the student. Conversely, in Form B, the even number in each item pair was read aloud to the 
student and the odd number in each item pair was read by the student. The students were asked 
to verbally read the non-accommodated questions so that the researchers could see whether 
there were reading errors. 

In addition to the items, the protocol included a script that was followed by the researchers 
administering the read aloud items. Students were asked to verbalize their thoughts during 
both conditions (i.e., accommodated, non-accommodated). The cognitive lab administrators 
encouraged them to say what they were thinking by using phrases such as, “tell me what you’re 
thinking right now,” or “what are you thinking about,” when the student was silent for more than 
five seconds. After each item was completed, students were asked a question meant to elicit the 
students’ perceptions and emotional responses.  For example, students were asked, “How was 
that question for you?” 

After completing the cognitive lab portion of the protocol and answering all of the mathemat-
ics problems, students completed a post-assessment survey on the read aloud accommodation.

Coding and Analysis of Data

Coding development was a process analysis of the verbalizations students made while attempting 
test items. This analysis was completed by reading transcriptions of the cognitive lab for each 
student who participated in the study, watching video tapes, and coding the major processes 
of test item completion while reviewing protocols. We began the coding process by noting 
which behaviors, cognitive processes, and emotional responses provided the most evidence for 
holistically capturing the experiences of students.  First, student test-taking experiences were 
categorized as subcomponents of the test-taking process and were drafted onto a coding form 

 

Processes and Procedures

During site visits, the team secured a private room and set up a video camera. Students were 
escorted individually by their teachers to the room. After ensuring that the student’s parental 
permission form was signed, the student was read an assent form.  The assent forms assured the 
students that participation was voluntary and that they could stop at any time and still receive 
the honorarium ($30.00 gift card).  Students were informed that they were being both video- 
and audio-taped, and were provided assurances of how those records would be securely held 
and eventually destroyed. The researchers administering the cognitive labs asked each student 
to repeat the salient parts of the assent form, and if the student could articulate the purpose of 
the study, and his or her right to terminate the session at any time without penalty, the form was 
signed by the student and the protocol was administered and recorded. All 24 students completed 
the protocol with the exception of one student who did not complete the last two items (i.e., 
items 9 and 10). Some students did not select an answer option for every question—and instead 
sometimes moved on to the next question without responding to the previous item. Data from 
all students was included in the analysis, even if they did not response to all items.

The protocol that was used in this study is in Appendix A. The protocol includes both the script 
that the researchers used and the math items. Ten multiple choice items were selected for the 
Read Aloud Protocol.  These items were drawn from the National Assessment of Educational 
Progress (NAEP) released items from 2005 to 2011 (http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/itmrlsx/
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for use in analysis. The following subcomponents were identified as important: correctness of 
student responses, number of reading errors, time per question, and emotional responses to 
each item presented:

•	 For those items that were not accommodated (i.e., the students read the item aloud them-
selves), the number and types of reading errors were recorded. In counting the reading 
errors, two rules were put into place. The first rule was that errors would be counted only 
on the first occurrence of a particular error for a given test item. For example, if the student 
pronounced a word incorrectly, and used the incorrect pronunciation throughout the item, 
that was counted as one error. The second rule for counting errors was that if the student 
self-corrected while reading, that error was not counted. Students’ reading errors were 
reported by counting the number of unique errors (not the same error multiple times) and 
types of reading errors were noted:  fluency errors if a student repeated a word or stumbled 
on pronunciation; phonetic errors if a student used a phonetic strategy to read an unfamiliar 
word, but did not sound it out correctly; and an attention to detail error if the student hurried 
through the sentence and read what he or she predicted the content would be.  

•	 Time per question was calculated from the time the reading of the item was completed to the 
time the student terminated the question by selecting an answer or moving on to the next item. 

•	 Immediately following each item, the examiner asked each student a question to elicit his or 
her thoughts about the item.  Most students responded in terms of the items relative ease for 
them.  Generally these comments were related to how easy it was for the student to answer 
the item.  The student’s perceptions of the items were coded using a 3-point scale (1=easy, 
2=medium, and 3=hard).

Second, question-specific codes were developed for the responses to the post-assessment sur-
vey question asked at the end of the test taking experience (see the Results section for details). 
Several iterations of coding sheets were drafted with team member input before a final version 
was chosen. Coding sheets were evaluated multiple times to ensure that they met the needs of 
this project. Team members were then trained on how to use the coding sheets and all cognitive 
lab transcriptions were coded by multiple team members to ensure inter-rater reliability. At least 
two team members coded the data for each student. Discrepancies were discussed and finalized 
codes were determined by a separate two-member team.  

Coded data were analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively. Overall responses were coded 
and descriptive statistics were calculated. For example, items were analyzed for correct/incorrect 
responses, total time spent per item, and reading related issues such as number of reading errors 
per item. Qualitative information was analyzed using the methodology described in Bogdan 
and Biklen (1992). All direct quotes from students were transcribed and coded into generalized 
themes (Van Someren, Barnard, & Sandberg, 1994).  

Results 

Student Performance and the Read Aloud Accommodation

In both protocols (i.e., Form A and Form B), each student was presented with a total of ten 
items: five questions that were read aloud to the student and five questions that were not. Figure 
4 compares the mean scores of the 24 participants by testing condition (i.e., with read aloud ac-
commodation, without read aloud accommodation).  The mean number of items correct out of 
the ten questions was 5.5. The average score for items that were read aloud to the student (2.7) 
was slightly lower than the average score without the accommodation (2.8). 

Figure 4. Mean Number of Items Correct With and Without the Read Aloud Accommodation 
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A Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test was performed to determine if there was a significant difference 
between students’ performance on items that were read aloud versus items that were not read 
aloud. Significance levels were determined using an alpha level of .05. Results indicated that 
the read aloud accommodation did not have a significant effect on student performance (Z = 
-.525, p =.599). 

Figure 5 shows individual student responses by items and test condition. Overall, the number 
of items correct across the two conditions ranged from 2 to 10 items. Seven students performed 
better on items that were read aloud with one to two more items correct with the read aloud 
accommodation. Eight students performed better on items when they did not receive the ac-
commodation. Performance was the same for both conditions for nine students.
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Figure 5. Number of Items Answered Correctly by Individual Students* With and Without the 
Read Aloud Accommodation 
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items for the students, and most students selected the correct answers regardless of whether 
those two items were accommodated. Items 9 and 10 were the most difficult. 

Figure 6. Number of Students Who Answered Each Item Correctly With and Without the Read 
Aloud Accommodation
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Figure 6 presents data on student performance for the number of items correct by condition. 
Overall, students performed better on four items with the read aloud accommodation (i.e., items 
3, 5, 8, and 10).  Refer to Appendix A to see the actual items. Students performed better on six 
items when they did not receive the read aloud accommodation. Items 3 and 4 were the easiest 

Students were categorized based on how many items they answered correctly under both condi-
tions (i.e., read aloud accommodation, no read aloud accommodation). If a student responded 
correctly to 3-5 items under a given condition the student was considered a “high” scoring 
student for that condition. If a student answered 0-2 items correctly under a given condition he 
or she was considered a “low” scoring student under that condition. 

As shown in Table 1, 8 of the 24 students scored at the low level with the read aloud accom-
modation and they also scored at the low level when the item was not accommodated. Eleven 
students scored at the high level with the accommodation and also at the high level when they 
did not receive the accommodation. Three students scored low when the items were read aloud 
and high when they did not receive the accommodation. And, two students scored high when 
the items were read aloud, but low when they did not receive the accommodation.  
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Table 1. Number of Students Who Performed at Selected Levels With and Without the Read 
Aloud Accommodation
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Score Level                 

Read Aloud 
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Low High 
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the read aloud accommodation, Table 2 shows the average total number of reading errors for 

each of the four groups.  Students who scored low both with and without the read aloud 

accommodation had an average of 6.5 reading errors. Students who scored high when the items 

were read aloud, but low when they did not receive the read aloud accommodation, had an 

average of 13.5 reading errors for the items they read themselves. This group had the most errors 

in comparison to the other groups. The students who scored low when they received the read 

aloud accommodation but high without it made an average of 5.0 reading errors. This group had 

the fewest reading errors when reading the items by themselves. Students who scored high both 

with and without the read aloud accommodation had an average of 11.0 reading errors.  

Table 2. Total Number of Reading Errors by Score Group 

Score Level Group Average Total Number 
of Reading Errors 

Table 3 shows the average amount of time students took to answer each item by score level 
group. Students who scored at the low level both with and without the read aloud accommoda-
tion took an average of 0.9 minutes per item to respond with an average time of 0.8 minutes 
per item for the accommodated items and an average of 0.9 minutes for the non-accommodated 
items. Students who scored high with the read aloud accommodation and low without it took 
slightly more time to complete an item (1.1 minutes) than the other groups.

Table 3. Average Time per Item by Condition and Score Level

Score Level

Average Time Per Item (Minutes)

All Items
Items with 

Read Aloud 
Accommodation

Items without 
Read Aloud 

Accommodation

1. Low/Low
Low with Read Aloud Accommodation/
Low without  Read Aloud Accommodation

0.9 0.8 0.9

2. High/Low
High with Read Aloud Accommodation/
Low without Read Aloud Accommodation

1.1 1.1 1.2

3. Low/High
Low with Read Aloud Accommodation/
High without Not Read Aloud Accommodation

0.9 1.0 0.8

4. High/High
High with Read Aloud Accommodation/
High without Not Read Aloud Accommodation 

1.0 1.0 1.1

Student Perceptions 

Self-rating Comparison. Students were asked to rate themselves in math on a scale of 1 to 
10 with 10 being “great” and 1 being “really bad.” As shown in Table 4 students who scored 
low with and without the read aloud accommodation had a mean math self-rating of 5.1 on the 
10 point scale. Students scoring high with and without the read aloud accommodation had the 
highest mean math self-rating of all the groups with a score of 6.9. 

Note: High=score of 3-5 items correct; Low=score of 0-2 correct
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unfamiliar word, but the strategy was incorrect), and attention to detail (when students fluently 
read and correctly pronounced words that were not in the sentence, but would fit into the sen-
tence context). 

Based on the previous categorization of students into groups by performance with and without 
the read aloud accommodation, Table 2 shows the average total number of reading errors for 
each of the four groups.  Students who scored low both with and without the read aloud accom-
modation had an average of 6.5 reading errors. Students who scored high when the items were 
read aloud, but low when they did not receive the read aloud accommodation, had an average 
of 13.5 reading errors for the items they read themselves. This group had the most errors in 
comparison to the other groups. The students who scored low when they received the read aloud 
accommodation but high without it made an average of 5.0 reading errors. This group had the 
fewest reading errors when reading the items by themselves. Students who scored high both 
with and without the read aloud accommodation had an average of 11.0 reading errors. 

Table 2. Total Number of Reading Errors by Score Group

Score Level Group Average Total Number of Reading Errors

1. Low/Low
Low with Read Aloud Accommodation/ 
Low without Read Aloud Accommodation

6.5

2. High/Low
High with Read Aloud Accommodation/ 
Low without Read Aloud Accommodation

13.5

3. Low/High
Low with Read Aloud Accommodation
High without Read Aloud Accommodation

5.0

4. High/High
High with Read Aloud Accommodation/
High without Read Aloud Accommodation 

11.0
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Table 4. Average Total Student Score by Score Level Group and Mean Math Self-Rating* 

Student Groups Mean Total Score+
Mean Math 
Self-Rating*

1. Low/Low
Low with the Read Aloud Accommodation/
Low without the Read Aloud Accommodation 2.9 5.1

2. High/Low
High with the Read Aloud Accommodation/
Low without the Read Aloud Accommodation 5.0 5.5

3. Low/High
Low with the Read Aloud Accommodation/
High without the Read Aloud Accommodation 5.3 5.0

4. High/High
High with the Read Aloud Accommodation/
High without the Read Aloud Accommodation 7.6 6.9

 
* Student self- rating scale of how good they are at math on a scale of 1 to 10 with 10 being “great” and 1 being 
“really bad.”

+ The total score includes both accommodated and non-accommodated items. 

Perceptions of Individual Items. Immediately following each item, the researcher administer-
ing the cognitive lab asked each student a question to elicit his or her feelings toward the item. 
As described in the Processes and Procedures section, the student’s perceptions of the items 
were coded using a 3-point scale (1=easy, 2=medium, and 3=hard). Table 5 presents the mean 
emotional response of student groups for items completed with or without the read aloud. Across 
the two conditions (i.e., accommodated, not accommodated), the mean responses for all groups 
remained near the middle of the scale with most students indicating that most items were of 
medium difficulty.  For example, students who scored low both with or without the read aloud 
accommodation perceived, on average, that the items had a difficulty level of 2.0. For three out 
of the four score level groups, students perceived that items were more difficult when they did 
not receive the read aloud accommodation. 

Post-Assessment Survey.  Immediately after completing the cognitive lab, students were polled 
using the post-assessment survey questions to get a better understanding of their feelings about 
the read aloud accommodation.  The survey questions are indicated at the top of Figures 7-13 
and display the percentage of students who gave each response.

Table 5. Student Perceptions of Item Difficulty with and without the Read Aloud 
Accommodation by Score Level Group

Student Groups
Mean Perceived Difficulty*

With Read Aloud 
Accommodation 

Without Read Aloud 
Accommodation

1. Low/Low
Low with Read Aloud Accommodation/
Low without Not Read Aloud Accommodation

2.0 2.3

2. High/Low
High with Read Aloud Accommodation/
Low without Not Read Aloud Accommodation

2.1 2.4

3. Low/High
Low with Read Aloud Accommodation/
High without Not Read Aloud Accommodation

2.1 1.7

4. High/High
High with Read Aloud Accommodation/
High without Not Read Aloud Accommodation

1.8 2.2

 
*1=Easy, 2=Medium, 3= Hard 

According to Figure 7, the majority of students who participated in this study preferred the read 
aloud accommodation over reading the items themselves. Many students who preferred the 
read aloud accommodation indicated that they selected it either because of a perception that it 
improved comprehension or because of a general perception that answering the item was easier 
with the read aloud accommodation. Student responses included:

“You’re reading it to me. Because that seemed a lot easier.”

“It’s better to listen to somebody when they read it than read it to yourself. It gives you 
time to think.”

“Because, sometimes when people read out loud, they kind of give you, they really give 
you kind of an example and sometimes I can get it.”
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Figure 7. Student Preference for Read Aloud Versus Not Read Aloud
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re-read the question after hearing it read aloud and therefore preferred to read the items by 

themselves.  Some typical responses were: 

“Reading by myself. That was an easier way to remember. You could just remember the 

stuff, the more important stuff, because if you have someone else reading, you won’t 

really get it in your head as well. And if you read it to yourself, it’s…. you can just 

remember it.”

“Reading by myself.  Well, because when I’m reading by myself, normally when I’m just 

alone, I can get done a lot faster, and I don’t have to wait and do them in class with the 

teacher. I can just sit by myself and do them.” 
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Question 1: Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to you or 
reading by yourself?

Figure 8 illustrates that in response to a question about whether the read aloud accommodation 
increased or decreased their stress, the majority of students who participated in the cognitive 
labs felt less stress when provided with the accommodation. Typical responses included: 

“Less stressed.  That makes it make more sense.”

“Less . . . you get to thinking while they’re reading it to you.”

“Less.  So I wouldn’t have to struggle with some words.”

Two students stated that they had more stress when items were read aloud. These students 
indicated that they were more stressed either because they did not understand the question or 
because they thought that reading it aloud added pressure by providing a time limit for each 
item and preferred to self-pace. For example, one student said, “I just like to read things myself 
so I can understand them.”

Figure 8. Student Perception of Stress
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Question 2: Did having the item read to you make you feel 
more stressed out or less stressed out?

Students who preferred reading the items by themselves indicated that they felt that reading 
alone improved their comprehension. Some indicated that they had a preference for self-pacing 
which they thought the read aloud accommodation did not allow. Still others expressed a need 
to re-read the question after hearing it read aloud and therefore preferred to read the items by 
themselves.  Some typical responses were:

“Reading by myself. That was an easier way to remember. You could just remember the 
stuff, the more important stuff, because if you have someone else reading, you won’t 
really get it in your head as well. And if you read it to yourself, it’s…. you can just 
remember it.”

“Reading by myself.  Well, because when I’m reading by myself, normally when I’m 
just alone, I can get done a lot faster, and I don’t have to wait and do them in class with 
the teacher. I can just sit by myself and do them.”

A small percentage of students expressed no preference when asked whether they preferred the 
read aloud to reading alone:

“A little of both. Because, if I’m reading it out loud I can kind of remember it more than 
if someone read it to me, but it helps equally.”

As shown in Figure 9, almost two-thirds of the students thought that the read aloud accommoda-
tion helped them to select the correct answer. In general, most students perceived that the read 
aloud improved their comprehension. Some students thought that the read aloud accommodation 
provided hints to the correct answers. Others believed that the pacing of the read aloud accom-
modation helped them illicit the correct responses. Student responses included:
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 “Because whenever we read it, it gave me a hint in the paragraphs about, what the ques-
tion could be about and how to add and subtract them all.”

 “I was able to understand it better.”

“Because in some ways it helped me understand it more.”

 “Sometimes I mess up if I read too fast, and I’ll get it wrong. But sometimes if a teacher 
would read it or something, and they go slow, and I’ll figure it out.”

Figure 9: Student Perception of the Helpfulness of the Read Aloud Accommodation
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Question 3: Do you think having the question read aloud to 
you helped you get the right answer?

“Read it out loud to me.  Because I get more of a picture in my head than I do when I 
read it to myself.”

“Reading it out loud.  You have time to think.” 

“A little bit of both. It’s a lot easier to read it by yourself than have someone read it to 
you but I like it better when somebody reads to me.”

“Have it read out loud.  So you can figure out the question and get it, memorize it.”

Figure 10: Student Preference for Read Aloud Accommodation in Math
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Question 4: If you had a choice when you take a math test, 
which way would you choose?

Of the students tested, 26% did not think the read aloud accommodation helped them get the 
correct answer. These students generally gave the rationale that they needed to solve the prob-
lems themselves anyway, so the read aloud accommodation was not helpful:

“I don’t, not really, because they’re not really telling me what do, I still have to figure 
it out.”

“No, because it’s just reading, they’re not really helping you, just reading.”

The students were asked whether they preferred to have math tests read aloud. As shown in Figure 
10, slightly more than half of the students preferred to have math tests read aloud.  Similar to 
previous questions, most students who preferred to have math tests read aloud believed that it 
improved comprehension or that it helped them get the right answer. Some typical responses were:

The students who preferred not to have tests read aloud indicated that they believed reading the 
tests by themselves improves comprehension, preferred self-pacing, or felt socially uncomfort-
able with the read aloud. Typical reasons included: 

“I’ll read myself.”

“Not read aloud.  Because I’m going to be more uncomfortable than just reading it by 
myself.”

“Read it by myself.  Because if she says it too fast or something . . .  and sometimes 
they don’t re-read it.”

“Probably not the read aloud.  Because then I can go back through and read it a few times.”
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As previously noted, students were asked to rate themselves on a scale of 1 to 10 on how good 
they were at math with 1 being “really bad” and 10 being “great”(see Figure 11). The mean 
student self-rating in math was 6.0.  Examples of student responses are below:

“8 – Because I struggle with it.”

“5 – Because I’m just pretty average.”

“6 – Because it’s kind of hard, some stuff’s kind of hard and then some of it’s really easy.”

“6 – Because I didn’t do too well on some tests, but I try to retake them.”

“5 –Because I’m not that great at math most of the time.”

Figure 11. Student Self-rating in Math
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Figure 11. Student Self-rating in Math 
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Question 5: On a scale of 1-10, with 10 being 
"Great" and 1 being "Really Bad," how would 
you rate yourself in math?

about 86% of the students said that their experiences during the cognitive lab was similar to 
their previous experiences with the read aloud accommodation.  Student responses included:

“Yes, they read them to me on Dakota STEP Test but not in the classroom, I don’t get 
read to.”

“Yeah. Kind of [like what we did today].  Because she was reading the questions to me 
and… she was explaining them.”

 “I don’t think so, no.  Oh yeah. That math was read to me [on the Dakota STEP].  I 
don’t know, I guess it’s the same because you both couldn’t like tell me the answer, you 
could just read it. So I’d say it’s the same.”

 “I don’t know.  I think so.  Yeah, they just read the whole math test.”

 “No.  I have language and reading tests read to me (but not math).”

“No, I haven’t, not since I started middle school.”

Figure 12. Students’ Prior Experience with the Read Aloud Accommodation
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Figure 13. Similarity of Prior Experience with Testing Protocol 
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Question 6a: Have you ever had a math test read aloud to 
you?

Teachers were asked to identify only students who had the read aloud accommodation in math 
already designated on their IEPs for participation in this study because the purpose was to evaluate 
the efficacy and appropriateness of the accommodation for these students. As a result, students 
were chosen for whom the read aloud had already been deemed an appropriate accommodation.  
To verify that students had previous experience with the read aloud accommodation, we asked 
students whether they had ever previously had a math test read to them. As shown in Figure 12, 
most students (83.3%) reported that they had previously had a math test read aloud. Surprisingly, 
almost 17% of students reported never having a math test read aloud. According to Figure 13, 
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Figure 13. Similarity of Prior Experience with Testing Protocol
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Question 6b:  Was it like what we did today?

This student expressed two preferences simultaneously. He thought that the read aloud helped 
him select the right answer, and also indicated that when he read it to himself, he understood it 
a little better. Earlier in conversation with this same student regarding post-assessment survey 
Question 1 about which way he likes better, he said, “Reading by myself. That was, an easier 
way to remember.” We see other signs of complexity in the emotional response of this same 
student later in the same conversation:

Researcher:  Did having the item read to you make you feel more or less stressed out 
would you say? 

Student: Less stressed out.

Researcher: And why is that?

Student: I don’t know, it’s just… I’m not like, one of those people that are really shy….

Researcher: Mm hmm.

Student: I don’t know, it’s just… I can listen to them say it, and it’ll just be like another 
thing for me to remember, so I have myself reading it, and them reading it.

Researcher: So it was….

Student: So I’m….

Researcher: I want to make sure I understood, so it’s less stressful to have it read?

Student: Yeah.

Researcher: OK. . .  And just repeat one more time why.

Student: Just because, like, you know you’re right.  You know you can read it over 
again from someone else’s perspective and know you read it the right way. And you 
can understand it.

We ascertained that this student thought that having a teacher reading aloud to him must be 
helping him (reducing his stress and helping him get the correct answer), however, he performed 
neither better nor worse with the read aloud accommodation having given four correct answers 
correct with the read aloud accommodation and four correct answers without it.

Student Preferences. As we looked at the student responses to the post-assessment survey, we 
began to see patterns emerging. In some cases, students outright contradicted themselves. For 
example, in response to Question 1 (Which way did you like answering the questions, with 
someone reading aloud to you or reading by yourself?), almost 61% chose the read aloud. Later, 
in response to Question 4 (If you had a choice when you take a math test, which way would 
you choose?), only 54% of the students indicated that they preferred to have tests read aloud. 
The picture painted is multifaceted: Overall, six students (25%) contradicted themselves when 
answering Questions 1 and 4, which are similar in nature. For example, three students responded 
that they liked the read aloud relative to Question 1, but then said they would choose to not 
have the question read aloud in response to Question 4. Another student said he did not prefer 
the read aloud in response to Question 4, yet said he liked it in response to Question 1. And, 
another student indicated “no preference” in response to Question 4, but liked the read aloud 
when answering Question 1.  Also, within responses to a particular question, such as Question 
3 (Do you think having the question read aloud to you helped you get the right answer?), a few 
students showed preferences for both the read aloud accommodation and taking the test without 
the read aloud accommodation.  For example:  

Researcher:  Do you think having the question read aloud to you helped you get the 
right answer?  

Student: Yeah, kind of. When I read it to myself, I got it a little bit more, but, yeah, it 
helped a little.
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There are many other student examples like this of seeming contradictions which, upon further 
investigation and probing, were explained further by the students.  In order to summarize the 
complexity of qualitative responses on student preferences, a coding system was devised in 
which the researchers coded students as matching six kinds of preferences. These preferences 
captured students’ holistic experiences and were a valuable tool to begin assessing the relation-
ships between emotional responses (i.e., stress) and accommodation preferences. The student 
preferences that emerged in this analysis were:

1. I don’t like the read aloud because it is more stressful.

2. I like the read aloud because it reduces my stress. 

3. I don’t like the read aloud but it does reduce my stress.

4. I prefer the read aloud because it helps me to get the correct answer. 

5. I prefer the read aloud because it affirms my comprehension. 

6. I do not prefer the read aloud but I do think it helps me to get the correct answer.  

See Appendix B for each coded preference and the relevant criteria for a student having a match 
(yes) or not (no) for each preference, along with examples of the kinds of student statements that 
would elicit a match. It was possible for a student to match preferences that seemed contradic-
tory in nature.  For example, some students had a preference for the read aloud accommodation 
because they thought it helped with comprehension (Match 5), and indicated that they liked the 
read aloud because it reduced stress (Match 2); but also indicated that it was stressful to have 
the read aloud accommodation because they thought that they were being rushed and the teacher 
was “waiting on them” (Match 1).  

As shown in Table 6, student perceptions of the helpfulness of the read aloud accommodation 
varied. For example, across all students who participated in this study, 58% indicated that they 
liked the read aloud accommodation because it reduced their stress (Preference 2).  Of the low-
est performing students (low scoring both with and without the read aloud accommodation), 
63% (5 students) expressed this opinion.  

Table 6. Coded Student Perceptions of the the Read Aloud Accommodation by Score Group

Student Prefer-
ence Matches

All
Students

1. Low/Low
Low with Read 
Aloud Accom-
modation/ Low 
without Read 

Aloud Accommo-
dation

2. High/Low
High with Read 
Aloud Accom-
modation/ Low 
without Read 

Aloud Accommo-
dation

3. Low/High
Low with  Read 
Aloud Accom-

modation/ High 
without Read 

Aloud Accommo-
dation

4. High/High
High with Read 

Aloud Accommo-
dation/ High with-
out Read Aloud
Accommodation

1. I don’t like the 
read aloud be-
cause it is more 

stressful

16.7% 0.0% 0.0% 33.3% 27.3%

2. I like the read 
aloud because 
it reduces my 

stress

58.3% 62.5% 50.0% 66.7% 54.5%

3. I don’t like the 
read aloud but it 
does reduce my 

stress

12.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 27.3%

4. I prefer the 
read aloud 

because it helps 
me to get the 

correct answer

50.0% 62.5% 50.0% 33.3% 45.5%

5. I prefer the 
read aloud be-
cause it affirms 
my comprehen-

sion

70.8% 87.5% 50.0% 66.7% 63.6%

6. I do not prefer 
the read aloud 
but I do think 
it helps me to 
get the correct 

answer

21.7% 0.0% 0.0% 33.3% 36.4%

Another example is Preference 5. Some students also indicated a preference for the read aloud 
because they thought the read aloud affirmed their overall comprehension of the items. Of the 
lowest performing students with or without the read aloud accommodation, 88% expressed 
this opinion. At least 50% of students in other scoring groups also believed that the read aloud 
accommodation improved their comprehension.  
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Discussion 

This study explored how students responded to the read aloud accommodation with mathemat-
ics items and examined the impact of the read aloud accommodation on student performance. 
Through the use of cognitive labs, we were able to gather “in-the-moment” data on individual 
student reactions and responses to the read aloud accommodation. We also collected data about 
students’ perceptions of the read aloud accommodation in mathematics. 

The results indicated that, for the group of students who participated in this study, there was not 
a significant difference between student performance on items with the read aloud accommoda-
tion when compared to items without the accommodation. However, a subgroup of the students 
received relatively high scores regardless of whether they received the read aloud accommoda-
tion and another subgroup appeared not to know the content and scored poorly regardless of 
whether they received the accommodation.  

Although the read aloud accommodation did not significantly impact student performance, 
it did appear to positively influence students’ experiences during test taking. The majority of 
students reported that the read aloud accommodation reduced the stress they felt while testing 
and helped them to get the right answer. Analysis of student responses also revealed that the 
majority of students felt that the read aloud accommodation improved their comprehension of 
the items. Furthermore, more than half of all student participants indicated that given the choice, 
they would choose the read aloud accommodation. However,  some students did not like the 
read aloud accommodation and thought the accommodation gave an added sense of pressure, 
expectation, frustration, or judgment (i.e., having people waiting on them, having to wait for 
the administration of the read aloud, not being able to self-pace).

Although the current study addressed an existent gap in read aloud accommodation literature by 
investigating the read aloud accommodation from the point of view of the student, it is impor-
tant to recognize the limitations of this study.  It was a very small study with only 24 students 
participating so it is impossible to generalize from these results. This study required students 
to read the math items out loud to the researchers and to verbalize their thought processes 
while attempting to solve the math items. Also, every other item was read aloud to the student 
in this study. This does not simulate a typical test-taking experience with the read aloud ac-
commodation and may have affected the study results. The post-assessment questions involved 
self-report responsesthat may have been affected by social desirability bias. Additional research 
investigating the read aloud accommodation from the student perspective is needed to confirm 
the findings of this study. 

The findings of this study indicate a need for improved practices. Recommendations include:  

•	 Provide training to IEP team members on how to select, implement, and evaluate the 
use of the read aloud accommodation on math assessments. The study results suggest 
that some of the students who received the read aloud accommodation in math may not have 
needed the accommodation. For example, some of these students did very well on the math 
items regardless of whether they received the read aloud accommodation. 

•	 Develop and provide training on guidelines about how to administer accommodations 
that involve a third party. Several students said that they liked the read aloud accommoda-
tion because it gave them hints to the correct answer. The read aloud accommodation often 
introduces human variability into the testing situation. Guidelines can help ensure that the 
accommodation is delivered appropriately. 

•	 Develop policies and procedures that help ensure that students receive the accommoda-
tions that are on their IEPs. All participants in this study had the read aloud accommoda-
tion designated on their IEP. It is a concern that only 83.3% of students reported previously 
receiving the read aloud accommodation in math. Sometimes, accommodations decisions 
may fall apart on test day due to logistical issues, space considerations, or human factors. 
SEAs and LEAs need to develop policies and procedures that will help ensure that students 
receive the accommodations that are on their IEPs. Both the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act require that students be 
provided the accommodations that are on their IEPs.  

•	 Involve students in the accommodation decision-making process. The students in this 
study made it clear that there were things that they liked about the read aloud accommoda-
tion in mathematics, but that there also were problems. Students offer a valuable perspective 
into their own needs.

•	 Ensure that all students, including students who use the read aloud accommodation in 
math, have the opportunity to learn grade-level content. Several students who participated 
in this study did poorly on the assessment items that we used in the study with or without 
the read aloud accommodation. The items that we used in this study were NAEP release 
items, and may not have completely aligned with South Dakota standards. Still, this finding 
is of concern because it suggests that some students may not have had the opportunity to 
learn grade-level content. 
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Appendix A 

Cognitive Lab Examiners’ Booklet with Protocol and Items 

South Dakota Read Aloud Accommodation Study 

Examiner’s Booklet 

Form A 

Examiner Name:   Date:  

        

Videographer:      

        

School:    Time:   

        

Student Name    Student Code  

        

Age:    Race:  

        

Disability:      
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Cognitive Lab Interview Protocol 

SEATING INSTRUCTIONS 

INTRODUCTION

Set up video camera. 

Follow the school’s procedures to escort one student from his or her classroom to an 
empty testing room. 

Make sure that the student is seated across from the read aloud test administrator.  
Set the interview protocol, data collection sheet, and a timer in front of you and the 
closed test booklet and student assent form in front of the student.  Place the digital 
recorder on the table near the student. 

Hi ________ (name of student).  My name is ____ and I work at The University of 
Minnesota.  Thank you so much for your help.  Today you are going to take part in a 
study on math testing.  This study will help make math tests better for other students.  
When we’re done with our study, we will send our results to the people who make 
tests and give them advice on how they could make the math tests better.  So your 
help is very important and we thank you!
We want to understand what you are thinking and how you feel when someone helps 
you take a math test by reading the question to you. You don’t have to write your 
name on any of the work that you do, no one in the school will see your answers, and 
you won’t get a grade or a score, OK?  All of the information that we get today will be 
combined with other students’.    

So, we are going to talk to you while you take a short math test. We are going to 
record what we say with this digital recorder and we are going to videotape the 
session too, so we can go back later and see what happened again. After we watch 
the tape a second time and take notes, we will erase the tape.  We will be sure to lock 
up all videotapes so that nobody except our research staff can see them. 

If you help us with the study and take the test, you get a $30 gift card. You don’t have 
to do this if you don’t want to.  If, at any point, you decide you don’t want to continue, 
that is your choice and you can stop and go back to class and you can still receive 
your gift card. 

I’d like you to take a look at this assent form.  It has all of the information that I just 
told you. 
Give student plenty of time to read the form. 

Can you tell me what we’re asking you to do?   

(Give time for student to reply.) 
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What can you do if you don’t feel comfortable after we start? 

(Give time for student to reply.) 

Are you OK with everything, do you have any questions?  Then please sign the form. 
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DIRECTIONS 

THINK ALOUD EXAMPLE  (INTERVIEWER DEMONSTRATES) 

Okay.  Let’s begin! 

Today, you are going to work on ten math problems.  And to really understand your 
experience while you work on these math problems, I’m going to have you tell me 
what you are thinking, out loud, while you work on them.

For example, you may have a fact to share like “I am adding 2+4.”  Or you may have 
an opinion to share about the test question like “This is a tough one for me” or you 
may have an incomplete thought, like “hmmmm,” or “ah-ha!”   Sometimes, you won’t 
have complete thoughts and that is okay.  For this study, all of your thoughts are 
important.  I would like you to say everything that you are thinking—as you are 
thinking it—out loud.  Everything you say is important. 

Five of the math problems you will do by reading the question and answers out loud 
and then working on solving the problem out loud.   Five of the math problems will be 
read out loud to you by me and you’ll work on solving them out loud after I read them 
to you.  And we’ll switch off…. 1 question you read the question aloud to yourself and 
then the next question I’ll read the question aloud to you, then back to you doing it 
yourself, and then with me reading to you, and so on. 

Don’t worry if you don’t understand everything I’ve said because we are going to 
practice some questions and I’ll show you what I mean.  But before we begin 
practicing, do you have any questions for me?  

If yes, answer the questions.  If no, continue to the practice. 

I am now going to show you how to answer a question using the think-aloud process.  
When I am finished you will get a chance to practice answering a question that you 
read aloud to yourself, and then with a question that I read out loud to you.  

Please look at this question on the first page of your test booklet.  Make sure that the 
student is looking at the first practice item, and then say: 

This is what I’m going to ask you to do.  You can read along if it helps you.  
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Ravi has more tapes than magazines. He has fewer tapes than books. Which of the following 
lists these items from the greatest in number to the least in number? 

A. Books, magazines, tapes 
B. Books, tapes, magazines 
C. Magazines, books, tapes 
D. Tapes, magazines, books 

If yes move on, if no say  OK, let’s try something else.   I want you to think about your house 
or apartment.  I want you to count the windows in your house out loud by walking through the 
front door and walking into each room and telling me about what you see.  Like this, “I go in my 
front door and there are three windows in the living room and one big one in the dining room.  If 
I go right, I’m in my daughter’s room and she has two windows in her room.  I go through the 
kitchen, no windows there, and then I go into my room.  I have two windows in my room.” (Each 
examiner can do his or her own apartment or house) 

Ask again. If yes move on, if no say 

Why don’t we move on to the next question, and if you still don’t understand, I will explain it 
some more”.

Now I am going to answer the question.  Practice what you will focus on ahead of 
time here and then begin saying:  Here is what I am thinking….  So let’s see, it says 
that Ravi has more tapes than magazines, and fewer tapes than books.  Hmmm. 
What do they mean tape?  Why would we be talking about tape?...Oh. I get it.  They 
must be talking about those tapes that people used to use for music.  I’ve got a tape 
player in my car.  So, anyway.  Fewer tapes than books means that Ravi has more
books than tapes.  Less tapes equal more books.  And then again, he has more tapes 
than magazines.  So the order would be:  magazines, books, tapes.  Whoops.  No!  
He has more tapes than magazines.  And more books than tapes.  So, the order 
would be:  books, tapes, magazines.  So the correct answer would be B.  Books, 
tapes, magazines.

When finished circle the correct answer. Let’s go over what I did.  I thought out loud 
all of the thoughts I had while I was trying to solve the problem.  I said everything that 
I was thinking, how I came to my answer, and why I did not select the other answer 
choices.  Once my thoughts drifted away from solving the problem, and I also realized 
I made a mistake.  Since that was what I was thinking, I said it out loud.  Do you think 
you understand what it means to think out loud?
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STUDENT THINK ALOUD EXAMPLE WITHOUT THE READ ALOUD 

Amanda wants to paint each side of a cube a different color. How many colors will she need? 

A. Three 
B. Four 
C. Six 
D. Eight 

STUDENT THINK ALOUD EXAMPLE WITH READ ALOUD 

 Okay, now it is your turn to practice thinking out loud by yourself.  Read the question 
like you would if you were taking the test and tell me all of your thoughts as you come 
to your answer. It really doesn’t matter if you get the question right, but I want you to 
tell me all of your thoughts while you are trying to figure it out. Go ahead and circle 
the correct answer when you are done.  Then you can look up at me.  Everything that 
you say is very important, and I’m going to write down as much as I can about your 
thoughts.  So you can keep on talking out loud even if you see me writing.   

Are you ready?   OK,  look at the question on the next page and give it a try 

Have student read the item and answer choices out loud.  Student should express all 
thoughts out loud.  If the student does not begin speaking, indicate that s/he should 
be saying his or her thoughts out loud while s/he solves the question. 

Take notes on student’s response on the data collection sheet as the student is 
thinking aloud. 

If student is silent for 5 seconds use a continuer such as: 

What are you thinking now? 
Any other thoughts? 
Tell me more about what exactly you are thinking about? 
I can tell you are really working hard.  What are you thinking? 
What are you looking for? 

After the student selects his/her answer ask one of the following: 
How did you feel about that question?  How did you like that question?  How did that 
question go for you?
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If x = 2n + 1, what is the value of x when n = 10? 

A. 11 
B. 13 
C. 20 
D. 21 
E. 211 

OK, Let’s do one more practice question.   This time I’m going to read out loud to you.  
As soon as I’m done reading the question, do what you did before, say all of your 
thoughts out loud as you work on the problem. It really doesn’t matter if you know the 
correct answer, but I want you to tell me all of your thoughts while you are trying to 
figure it out. When you are done, look up at me.  

Are you ready?  Ok, try this one.  I’m going to read it to you first.  If you have any 
thoughts while I’m reading the question, you can say those too. 
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FORM A Test Items 

After the question item is read aloud begin prompting student to express all thoughts 
out loud.  If the student does not begin speaking, indicate that s/he should be saying 
his or her thoughts out loud while s/he solves the question. 

If student is silent for 3 seconds use a continuer such as: 

What are you thinking now? 
Any other thoughts? 
Tell me more about what exactly you are thinking about? 
I can tell you are really working hard.  What are you thinking? 
What are you looking for? 

After the student selects his/her answer ask one of the following: 
How did you feel about that question?  How did you like that question?  How did that 
question go for you? 

Are you Ready?  Ok, We’re going to do this for 10 Questions.  I will read aloud every 
other one.  Do you have any questions?  Ok, Let’s start. 
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READ QUESTION ALOUD 

1. Marty has 6 red pencils, 4 green pencils, and 5 blue pencils. If he picks out one pencil 
without looking, what is the probability that the pencil he picks will be green? 

A. 1 out of 3 
B. 1 out of 4 
C. 1 out of 15 
D. 4 out of 15 

Take notes on student’s response: 

Answer Correct?  Yes   No 

How was that question for you? 
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DO NOT READ ALOUD 

2. Which of the following types of graph would be best to show the change in temperature 
recorded in a city every 15 minutes over a 24-hour period? 

A. Pictograph 
B. Circle graph 
C. Line graph 
D. Box-and-whisker plot 
E. Stem-and-leaf plot 

Take notes on student’s response: 

Answer Correct?  Yes   No 

How did you feel about that question: 
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READ QUESTION ALOUD 

3.  The graph above shows lettered points in an (x, y) coordinate system.  Which lettered 
point has coordinates (-3, 0) ? 

A. A
B. B
C. C
D. D
E. E

Take notes on student’s response: 

Answer Correct?  Yes   No 

How did you feel when you were taking this one: 
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DO NOT READ ALOUD 

4. The map above shows eight of the counties in a state. The largest city in the state can 
be found at location B-3. In which county could this city lie? 

A. Adams or Carlton 
B. Adams or Smith 
C. Carlton or Elm 
D. Dade or Polk 
E. Polk or Smith 

Take notes on student’s response: 

Answer Correct?  Yes   No 

How did you feel when you answered this one: 
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READ QUESTION ALOUD 

5. Which of the following lists the angles shown above in order of measure from smallest to 
largest? 

A. 1, 2, 3, 4 
B. 2, 3, 4, 1 
C. 3, 2, 1, 4 
D. 3, 1, 4, 2 
E. 4, 2, 1, 3 

Take notes on student’s response: 

Answer Correct?  Yes   No 

How was that question for you? 
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DO NOT READ QUESTION ALOUD 

6. Which of the pieces has an angle greater than a right angle? 

A. Only X
B. Only R
C. Only T
D. Both R and T

Take notes on student’s response: 

Answer Correct?  Yes   No 

How was that question for you?: 
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READ QUESTION ALOUD 

7. How many of the angles in this triangle are smaller than a right angle? 

A. None 
B. One 
C. Two 
D. Three 

Take notes on student’s response: 

Answer Correct?  Yes   No 

How did you feel when you answered that one: 
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DO NOT READ THIS QUESTION ALOUD 

8. In the figure above, line L is parallel to line M. Which of the following pairs of angles 
must have the same measure?  

A. Angles 1 and 2 
B. Angles 1 and 5 
C. Angles 2 and 3 
D. Angles 4 and 5 
E. Angles 4 and 8 

Take notes on student’s response: 

Answer Correct?  Yes   No 

How was that question for you? 

L  M 
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READ QUESTION ALOUD 

9. Last week Maureen earned $288.00 (two hundred eighty eight dollars)(before taxes) for 
working 40 hours. This week Maureen worked 29 hours at the same rate of pay. How much 
did Maureen earn (before taxes) this week? 

A. $72.00 (Seventy two dollars)
B. $72.50 (Seventy two dollars and fifty cents)
C. $203.00 (Two hundred three dollars)
D. $208.80 (Two hundred eight dollars and eighty cents)
E. $397.24 (Three hundred ninety seven dollars and twenty four cents)

Take notes on student’s response: 

Answer Correct?  Yes   No 

How did you feel when you were answering that question? 
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DO NOT READ QUESTION ALOUD 

10. It costs $0.25 to operate a clothes dryer for 10 minutes at a Laundromat. What is the total 
cost to operate one clothes dryer for 30 minutes, a second for 40 minutes, and a third for 50 
minutes?

A. $3.25 
B. $3.00 
C. $2.75 
D. $2.00 
E. $1.20 

Take notes on student’s response: 

Answer Correct?  Yes   No 

How did that question go? 
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Post-Assessment Survey Questions: 

1)  Which way did you like answering the questions, with someone reading aloud to you or 
reading by yourself? 

2) Did you feel stressed out during the testing?  Did having the item read to you make you 
more stressed out or less stressed out? 

3) Do you think having the question read aloud to you helped you get the right answer? 

4) If you had a choice when you take a math test, which way would you choose?  

5) On a scale of 1 to 10 with 10 being GREAT and 1 being Really Bad, how would you rate 
yourself in math?   

6) Have you ever had a math test read aloud to you?  Was it like what we did today?  

7) Is there anything about what we did today that you want to tell me? 

OK, So THANK YOU!  What you did today will help make math tests better! (Make sure and 
give student gift card and escort them back to class). 
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Appendix B: Coding Sheet for Student Preferences 

Table B1. Coding of Student Preferences

Coded Preference A match if:  Relevant Questions 
1. I don’t the like 
read aloud because 
it is more stressful. 

Code as a match if student 
responded “more stressed out” 
in response to question 2.  

And/Or

Code as a match if student 
communicated that she or he 
did not like or prefer to have the 
item read aloud (Questions 1; 
Question 4) and indicated that it 
was more stressful to have the 
item read aloud. 

Primary Question 
2. Did having the item read to you make you 
more stressed out or less stressed out? 
Why? 

Secondary Questions 
1. Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to 
you or reading by yourself? Why? 
4. If you had a choice when you take a math 
test, which way would you choose? Why 

Examples 
Match 

2. Did having the item read to you make you 
more stressed out or less stressed out? 
Why? 

Student response:  More stressed out. 
“Because I kind of felt a little pressured 
somewhat, Because I thought that I had, a 
special time to get it done. I’m kind of used to 
just giving out the answer and not having 
people wait on me.”  But student also 
indicates less stressed out, saying “probably 
me reading” would be more stressful. “I might 
get more confused because I might think of it 
a different way.”

4. If you had a choice when you take a math 
test, which way would you choose? Why? 

Student response:  “I think to have someone 
read out loud to me.”

No Match 

2. Did having the item read to you make you 
more stressed out or less stressed out? 
Why? 

Student response:  “Less stressed.  Because, 
when you read them to me, I get more of the 
picture in my head whenever I read them I 
don’t like, it doesn’t seem like a good picture 
in my head, what I’m thinking about.”

1. Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to 
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you or reading by yourself? Why? 

Student response:  “When you’re reading it to 
me.  Because it helped me remember more 
stuff than when I’m reading it.”

2. I like the read 
aloud because it 
reduces my stress.

Code as a match if student 
responded “less stressed out” 
in response to question 2 in 
congruence with 
communicating that she or he 
liked or preferred to have the 
item read aloud (Questions 1; 
Question 4). 

Primary Question 
2. Did having the item read to you make you 
more stressed out or less stressed out? 
Why? 

Secondary Questions 
1. Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to 
you or reading by yourself? Why? 
4. If you had a choice when you take a math 
test, which way would you choose? Why? 

Examples 
Match 

2. Did having the item read to you make you 
more stressed out or less stressed out? 
Why? 

Student response:  “Less stressed out.  
Because it helps.  Helps the question, learn 
more, to the answer.”

1. Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to 
you or reading by yourself? Why? 

Student response:  “Reading out loud to me. 
Because it helps you to think more about the 
problem instead of doing it on your own.”

No Match 

2. Did having the item read to you make you 
more stressed out or less stressed out? 
Why? 

Student response:  “Less stressed out. 
Because then I know they don’t care if I mess 
up or get anything wrong, then I was like, if I 
get it wrong they will not yell at me or 
anything.”

1. Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to 
you or reading by yourself? Why? 

Student response:  “By myself. I get to read it, 
and then I get like, what would be in the math 
problem.”
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4. If you had a choice when you take a math 
test, which way would you choose? Why? 

Student response:  “By myself.  Because then 
I know that nobody’s going to make fun of me 
if I say a word wrong or anything.”

3. I don’t like the 
read aloud but it 
does reduce my 
stress 

Code as a match if student 
responded “less stressed out” 
in response to question 2 in 
congruence with 
communicating that s/he did not 
like/prefer to have the item read 
aloud (Question 1; Question 4). 

Primary Question 
2. Did having the item read to you make you 
more stressed out or less stressed out? 
Why? 

Secondary Questions 
1. Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to 
you or reading by yourself? Why? 
4. If you had a choice when you take a math 
test, which way would you choose? Why? 

Examples 
Match 

2. Did having the item read to you make you 
more stressed out or less stressed out? 
Why? 

Student response:  “Less stressed out. 
Because then I know they don’t care if I mess 
up or get anything wrong, then I was like, if I 
get it wrong they will not yell at me or 
anything.”

1. Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to 
you or reading by yourself? Why? 

Student response:  “By myself. I get to read it, 
and then I get what would be in the math 
problem.”

4. If you had a choice when you take a math 
test, which way would you choose? Why? 

Student response:  “By myself.  Because then 
I know that nobody’s going to make fun of me 
if I say a word wrong or anything.”

No Match 

2. Did having the item read to you make you 
more stressed out or less stressed out? 
Why? 

Student response:  “Less stressed out. So I 
wouldn’t have to struggle with some words.”
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1. Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to 
you or reading by yourself? Why? 

Student response:  “You read to me. 
Because, I have, sometimes have trouble 
with reading.”

4. I prefer the read 
aloud because it 
helps me to get the 
correct answer 

Code as a match if a student 
responded in the affirmative to 
Question 3 in congruence with 
an indication that she or he 
liked/preferred the read aloud 
(Question 1; Question 4). 

Primary Question 
3. Do you think having the question read 
aloud to you helped you get the right answer? 
Why? 

Secondary Questions 
1. Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to 
you or reading by yourself? Why? 
4. If you had a choice when you take a math 
test, which way would you choose? Why? 

Examples 
Match 

3. Do you think having the question read 
aloud to you helped you get the right answer? 
Why? 

Student Response:  “Yes.  Because it’s easy, 
then you know what to do and then how to 
figure out the question faster.”

1. Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to 
you or reading by yourself? Why? 

Student Response:  “Reading out loud to me.  
Because it helps you to like think more about 
the problem instead of doing it on your own.”

No Match 

3. Do you think having the question read 
aloud to you helped you get the right answer? 
Why? 

Student Response:  “I don’t, not really, 
because they’re not really telling me what do, 
I still have to figure it out.”

1. Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to 
you or reading by yourself? Why? 

Student Response:  “When you read it.  
Because I could hear the, I could hear the 
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sentence better.  Sometimes when I’m taking 
a test, if I read it, I don’t really do the best, but 
when I have a teacher read it to me I do get a 
better grade.”

5. I prefer the read 
aloud because it 
affirms my 
comprehension 

Code as a match if student 
answered (Questions 1; 
Question 4) with an indication 
of liking or preferring the read 
aloud while reasoning that it 
affirms student comprehension. 

Primary Questions 
1. Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to 
you or reading by yourself? Why? 
4. If you had a choice when you take a math 
test, which way would you choose? Why? 

Examples 
Match 

4. If you had a choice when you take a math 
test, which way would you choose? Why? 

Student Response:  “Have someone read it to 
me.  Because in math I struggle reading tests 
by myself.  Because I really can’t, like some 
of the words in the problems are really hard 
and that messes up my thinking.”

No Match 

1. Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to 
you or reading by yourself? Why? 

Student Response:  “Reading by myself. That 
was, easier way to remember.  You could just 
remember the stuff, the more important stuff, 
Because if you have someone else reading, 
you won’t really get it in your head as well. 
And if you read it to yourself, it’s…. you can 
just remember it.” 

4. If you had a choice when you take a math 
test, which way would you choose? Why? 

Student Response:  “Probably reading it to 
myself. Because, I don’t know. It’d just be… 
it’s easier for me.”

6. I do not prefer the 
read aloud but I do 
think it helps me to 
get the correct 
answer. 

Code as a match if the student 
responded in the affirmative to 
Question 3 in congruence with 
an indication that she or he did 
not like or prefer the read aloud 
(Question 1; Question 4). 

Primary Question 
3. Do you think having the question read 
aloud to you helped you get the right answer? 
Why? 

Secondary Questions 
1. Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to 
you or reading by yourself? Why? 
4. If you had a choice when you take a math 
test, which way would you choose? Why? 
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Examples 

Match 

3. Do you think having the question read 
aloud to you helped you get the right answer? 
Why? 

Student Response:  “No…sometimes, yes.  
Sometimes I mess up if I read too fast, and I’ll 
get it wrong. But sometimes if a teacher 
would read it or something, and they go slow 
and I’ll figure it out.”

1. Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to 
you or reading by yourself? Why? 

Student Response: “Reading by myself.  
Well, because when I’m reading by myself, 
normally when I’m just alone, I can get done 
a lot faster, and I don’t have to wait and do 
them in class with the teacher. I can just sit 
by myself and do them.”

4. If you had a choice when you take a math 
test, which way would you choose? Why? 

Student Response:  “By myself” [No reason 
given].

No Match 

3. Do you think having the question read 
aloud to you helped you get the right answer? 
Why? 

Student Response:  “Yes.   Because 
whenever we read it gave me a hint in the 
paragraphs about, what, the question could 
be about and how to add and subtract them 
all.”

1. Which way did you like answering the 
questions, with someone reading aloud to 
you or reading by yourself? Why? 

Student Response:  “When you’re reading it 
to me.  Because it helped me remember 
more stuff than when I’m reading it.”

4. If you had a choice when you take a math 
test, which way would you choose? Why? 

Student Response:  “Read it out loud to me.  
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Because you get more of a picture in my 
head than I do when I read it to myself.”
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